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Abstract The implementation of the INSPIRE directive requires to check the
conformity of a large number of network services with the implementing rules of
INSPIRE. The evaluation whether a service is fully conformant with INSPIRE is
complex and requires the use of specialized testing tools that should report how
verification has been made and should identify non-conformances. The use of these tools requires a high degree of technical knowledge. This fact makes very difficult for non-technical stakeholders (end users, managers, domain experts, etc.) to
participate effectively in conformance testing, hinders stakeholders understanding
of the causes and consequences of non-conformant results and may cause in some
stakeholders disinterest in conformance testing. This work explores the suitability
of a behaviour-driven development (BDD) approach to the conformance testing of
OGC Web services in the context of the INSPIRE directive. BDD emphasizes the
participation of non-technical parties in the design of acceptance tests by means of
automatable abstract tests expressed in a human readable format. Using this idea
as base, this work describes a BDD based workflow to derive abstract test suites
and executable test suites from INSPIRE implementation requirements that can be
written in the language used by non-technical stakeholders. This work also analyses if BDD and popular BDD tools, such as Gherkin and Cucumber, are compatible with ISO 19105:2000 testing methodology. As demonstration, we present an
online conformance tool for INSPIRE View and Discovery services that executes
BDD test suites.
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1 Introduction
The implementation of the INSPIRE directive must undergo the implementation
of a software testing infrastructure to verify the conformance of Web based Geographic Information (GI) services with the implementing rules of INSPIRE on interoperability. Some authors, such as Bertolino (2007), describe software testing
as a task “ad hoc, expensive and unpredictably effective”. In the opinion of Canfora and Di Penta (2009), software testing is even more costly and risky when services are involved. INSPIRE stakeholders are aware that conformance testing
tools for INSPIRE Web services are necessary (Bernard et al. 2005). For example,
the ACE-GIS testing suite is one of the earliest examples (Esbrí et al. 2004). However, it is really very difficult to ensure an effective participation of non-technical
stakeholders (end users, managers, domain experts, etc.) in the conformance testing process due to its inherent complexity. A relevant symptom is that available
INPIRE tools that automate total or partially such process (e.g. GDI-DE Test suite
(Hogrebe 2012), INSPIRE Metadata Validator (JRC IES/SDI Unit 2011), NeoGeo
WMS INSPIRE Tester (Chartier 2011)) are targeted to technically skilled endusers with deep knowledge of UML models and XML processing tools (testers,
developers, Web services experts, etc.).
This work focuses on the suitability of a behaviour-driven development (BDD)
approach to the conformance testing of Web based GI services against the requirements of INSPIRE stakeholders. These requirements are embodied in the
documents that define the technical guidance for the implementation of INSPIRE
Network Services (European Commission 2013). In Software Engineering, BDD
is a lightweight and non-formal model-based software development process in
which software developers and domain experts collaborate in developing a human
readable model of a system for acceptance tests (North 2007).
The main contributions of this paper are an analysis of the suitability of BDD
techniques and tools for INSPIRE conformance testing, and the presentation of an
application that implements such approach. To do so, we first discuss in section 2
existing approaches to test the conformance of Web services applicable to Web
based GI services. Next, in section 3, we present how BDD can be applied to
INSPIRE conformance testing, and, in section 4, we confront the BDD approach
against the ISO 19105:2000 testing methodology identifying similarities and differences. Following, we present in section 5 an online test execution application
for INSPIRE View and Discovery Services based on BDD. In section 6, we discuss the use of BDD for conformance testing of Web-based GI services. We conclude with some remarks on the use of a BDD approach for conformance testing
of Web based GI services.
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2 Related works
Conformance testing is the process to determine the extent to which a product or
system conforms to the requirements of a specification with the aid of testing
(Gray et al. 2010). It is acknowledged in the GI domain that the availability of
conformance tests for data, metadata and services promotes and eases the adoption
of interoperability initiatives (Nebert et al. 2007). Conformance testing for data
and metadata often focuses on syntactic and semantic validation against schemas
and rules. There are available many works about conformance testing for data and
metadata in very different scenarios (e.g. domain conformance (Martirano 2013),
online validation tool (JRC IES/SDI Unit 2011), metadata edition (Nogueras-Iso
et al. 2012)). Service conformance testing is different from data and metadata conformance testing. Service conformance tests are built for verifying if a service behaves as it is supposed to behave according to a specification. Survey papers (e.g.
Canfora and Di Penta (2009), Bozkurt et al. (2013)) show that there are a multitude of tools, testing techniques and procedures that have been proposed for testing any kind of Web services. In Europe, thanks to the INSPIRE directive, the
need for tools, testing techniques and procedures suitable for Web based GI services has soared across organizations and countries recently. The most outstanding
examples are the discussion platform Persistent Test Bed (PTB) (Östman 2010)
and the testing tools developed by the Geo Data Infrastructure Germany (GDIDE) (Hogrebe 2012) and the European Commission’s JRC Institute for Environment and Sustainability (JRC IES/SDI Unit 2011). INSPIRE conformance testing
has become also a research area. For example, Horák et al. (2011) show how to
analyse performance, capacity and availability of view services. Guiliani et al.
(2013) perform a similar analysis for download services. Kliment et al. (2012) and
Martirano (2013) are examples of recent efforts towards a methodology for conformance testing of INSPIRE Network Services. The industry, represented by the
OGC, has a program named OGC Compliance and Interoperability Testing and
Evaluation (CITE) (Bermudez and Bacharach 2013) that has developed tools to
determine a product implementation of an OGC Web service standard fulfils all
mandatory elements. The CITE tools are the Compliance Test Language (CTL)
and the TEAM Engine tool. The CTL is an XML grammar for documenting and
scripting test suites that embeds XML stylesheet transformations (XSLT) and calls
to native code. The TEAM Engine is a test execution tool able to run CTL files. In
addition, the CITE program has developed test suites for OGC standards following
the ISO 19105:2000 testing methodology. Several INSPIRE conformance testing
initiatives, such as the GDI-DE Testsuite, are based on these tools and test suites.
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3 BDD applied to INSPIRE conformance testing
BDD is an agile software development process in which developers, domain experts, users and stakeholders collaborate to specify in a human readable model
written in a ubiquitous language the expected behaviour of a system for acceptance testing purposes. The concept of ubiquitous language describes a language built to be shared and used by developers, domain experts, users and stakeholders to promote a common understanding of the business domain (Evans
2003). This concept is fundamental in BDD. The ubiquitous language used in
BDD is often referred as the Gherkin language2 and typically follows the template
for describing the behaviour of a system presented in Figure 1.

Feature [title]
In order to [benefit]
As [role]
I want [feature]
Scenario [title]
Given [context]
And [some more contexts]…
When [event]
And [some more events]…
Then [outcome]
And [some more outcomes]…
Scenario [title]…
Feature [title]…
Fig. 1. Typical Gherkin template used in BDD for depicting the behaviour of a system

Corriveau and Shi (2013) classify BDD as a model-based testing (MBT) tool.
MBT is a kind of black-box testing where tests cases are generated from a specification, and then executed (Utting and Legeard 2010). BDD is a special case of
MBT because its ubiquitous language is not formal and the automatic derivation
of test cases from BDD models only outputs test stubs. As many other MBT tools,
BDD is supported by a set of tools able to execute the scenarios found in BDD
models. RSpec, JBehave, StoryQ, SpecFlow, Behat and Cucumber are examples
of those toolkits (Solis and Wang 2011). Compared with other MBT tools, BDD
can be considered too simple. Corriveau and Shi (2013) express this concern when
comparing BDD with other tools based on formal modelling languages such as
Spec Explorer (Veanes et al. 2008). However, the simplicity of BDD is the most
probable cause of its adoption by the industry (Lerner 2010).

2

Properly speaking, the Gherkin language is the ubiquitous language understood by the Cucumber and Behat test execution tools.
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Fig. 2. BDD applied to INSPIRE Network Service conformance testing

The production of a test framework for INSPIRE conformance testing of network services based on BDD should follow the five main steps of MBT (see Figure 2).
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Selection of requirements.
Production of an abstract test suite (ATS).
Production of an executable test suite (ETS).
Execution of ETS against an instance under test (IUT).
Analysis of results.

The first step is the selection of requirements. It is a process based on consensus where stakeholders, developers and testers agree on a subset of INSPIRE implementation requirements for Web based GI services whose conformance must
be tested. The outcome of this process should be a high abstraction model of the
behaviour of the system expressed as a set of expected features. In this context, the
term feature identifies a specific desired behaviour to be tested. In MBT, this
model is known as abstract model because it must not refer to specific instances
(Utting and Legeard 2010). If the BDD specification language is the Gherkin language, the abstract model will be represented in plain text files where each expected feature is stored in a separate file with the “.feature” filename extension.
Each file must contain a line with the keyword “Feature”3 followed by free indented text that describes a specific behaviour to be tested. The relationship between
the feature and the source requirements must be clearly documented in text to
support traceability.
The second step is the production of abstract tests from the model by consensus. Since resources for testing are limited and there is an infinite number of possible tests, involved parties should agree first on some criteria to decide which and
how many abstract tests should be specified. The output of this step is an ATS.
Each abstract test is a sequence of operations or steps related to a behaviour that
put an IUT in a state where an expected outcome should happen. In the Gherkin
language, each abstract test is encoded as a scenario of the feature associated to
the behaviour that the test relates. Every scenario starts with the keyword “Scenario” on a new line after a feature or scenario declaration, and is followed by a free
indented text that describes the test. Every scenario consists of an ordered list of
steps. Each step must start with one of the following keywords “Given”, “When”,
“Then”, “But” or “And”, and followed by a free text description of the step. The
purpose of the “Given” steps is to put the system in a known state, the purpose of
the “When” steps is to describe a key action and finally the purpose of “Then” is
to observe outcomes4. “But” and “And” are used to increase the readability of the
abstract test. Gherkin uses tags to group features and scenarios together.
The third step is to implement the ATS into an ETS. In BDD, this is done by
coding some adaptor code that implements each step described in the ATS in
terms of the Web service application-programming interface of the IUTs. The
3

We assume in this section that the behavior model will be written in plain English although the
Gherkin language supported by Cucumber and Behat provides keywords for more than 40 languages.
4
Popular BDD tools, such as Cucumber, do not distinguish semantically among these steps. This
behavior has practical, strong implications discussed in next sections.
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main advantage of this approach is the isolation of the ATS from the implementation details. The only requirement for reusing the ATS in a different test execution
environment is to code an appropriate adaptor code. For example, if the test execution environment is Java based, the Cucumber-JVM tool provides the required
Java artefacts for implementing the adaptor code; if the execution environment is
.Net based, the SpecFlow tool can be used instead (Solis and Wang 2011). In addition, BDD assumes that test execution tools will automate the execution of the
lists of steps found in the ATS. These tools will look up the implementation of a
step in the adaptor code by some matching procedure at runtime. For example, the
Cucumber tool will look for a step definition annotated with a keyword, string or
regular expression that matches the text of a Gherkin step and extract from the
matching text parameters for invoking the code. That is, in BDD, an ETS for a
specific test execution environment is a bundle composed by an ATS and an adaptor code for such environment.
The fourth step is to execute the ETS against an IUT with an appropriate test
execution tool. In BDD, the reports of the test executions are generated from the
ATS bundled in the ETS. That is, the reports are expressed in human readable
terms that were agreed and written by one of the final recipients of these reports:
the INSPIRE stakeholders. For example, this paper presents a Web based testing
tool able to execute ETS for OGC Web services. In this tool, users can select the
ETS to be executed and the location of the capabilities XML of the OGC Web
Service that they want to test. Moreover, each ETS is multilingual, that is, each
bundle consists of an ATS written in English, an ATS written in Spanish and a
shared adaptor code. Hence, the user can select which ATS drives the tests, and
the INSPIRE conformance report produced by the tool will be written in the corresponding language.
Finally, the fifth step requires that involved parties analyse the human readable
results of the ETS executions from their point of view. For example, when an IUT
fails to pass, the main cause of the failure or error should be determined. Technical
parties may use the reports to find faults in the IUT, in the testing execution tool,
in the adaptor code, and even in the ATS. Non-technical parties may use reports to
improve the communication with technical parties while the fault is fixed, to discover faults in the ATS that technical parties may not be aware of and, perhaps, to
discover that a flawed implementation requirement is the main cause of the failure.

4 BDD and ISO 19105:2000 testing methodology
The ISO 19105:2000 testing methodology (ISO/TC 211 2000), which is based
on testing methodology for software, is the conceptual framework for conformance testing in the domain of geographic information (Kresse and Fadaie 2004).
Any testing framework intended to be used in the geographic information domain
should be aligned to ISO 19105:2000 in order to detect its strengths and weak-
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nesses. Table 1 maps key ISO 19105:2000 concepts to BDD concepts presented in
the above section. In general, there is a recognizable correspondence between ISO
19105:2000 and BDD concepts. The mapping also reveals that BDD does not provide a robust mechanism for defining modules and suites yet.
Table 1. Mapping between ISO 19105:2000 concepts and BDD concepts.
ISO 19105:2000

Definition

BDD

Definition

Abstract test case Generalized test for a partic- Scenario
ular requirement.

A sequence of operations
necessary to test for a particular feature

Abstract test
method

The sequence of steps that
define a scenario.

Method for testing imple- Step list
mentation independent of
any particular test procedure.

Abstract test mod- Set of related abstract test
ule
cases.

Set of tagged
scenarios

Set of scenarios or features
annotated with the same tag.

Abstract test suite Abstract test module speci- Feature suite
(ATS)
fying all the requirements to
be satisfied for conformance.

All the scenarios specifying
all the features to be satisfied
for acceptance.

Executable test
case

Specific test of an impleScenario and
A sequence of operations
mentation to meet particular step definitions necessary to test for a particurequirements.
(adaptor code) lar feature along with its
adaptor code for a particular
test execution tool.

Executable test
suite (ETS)

Set of executable test cases. Feature suite
and step definitions (adaptor
code)

All the scenarios specifying
all the features to be satisfied
for acceptance along with
their adaptor code for a particular test execution tool.

The conformance assessment process in ISO 19105:2000 involves four phases:
preparation for testing, test campaign, analysis of results and conformance test
report. The first three phases of BDD applied to INSPIRE Network Service conformance testing (selection of requirements, production of ATS, production of
ETS) fall within the scope of the preparation for testing phase. The execution of
ETS against an IUT phase is equivalent to the test campaign phase as both are the
process of executing the ETS against an IUT and recording in a log the observed
test outcome and any other relevant information. The shared analysis of results
phase presents a subtle difference. In ISO 19105:2000, it refers to the evaluation
of the observed test outcome against the pass and fail criteria prescribed by the abstract test case. This analysis may overlap in time with the test campaign. In BDD,
an automated execution tool computes during the execution of the ETS a pass or
fail test verdict automatically. Hence, the evaluation also involves confirming or
overturning the computed verdict. Finally, ISO 19105:2000 identifies a conformance test report phase where the results of the conformance assessment process
are documented in a proforma conformance test report. This phase does not exist
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explicitly in the BDD approach because execution tools can generate automatically proforma test reports based on the ATS.
Although ISO 19105:2000 and BDD have similarities, BDD tools cannot be
considered as mature tools yet. For example, the most popular BDD tools the
Gherkin language and the Cucumber tool (Wynne and Hellesøy 2012) do not provide in its present state a complete support to the ISO 19105:2000 testing methodology. We can point out that the Gherkin language (Table 2) and the Cucumber
tool (Table 3) do not support conditional requirements, inconclusive verdicts, hierarchical ATS, conformance levels and dependence between abstract tests methods. Such features can be emulated producing more complex ATS (pervasive use
of tags and duplicate steps) and requires a careful analysis of results in some scenarios (risk of wrong computed verdicts).
Table 2. Issues found in the Gherkin language
ISO 19105:2000 Description

Issue

Consequences

Hierarchical
abstract test
modules

Abstract test modules Lack of semantic rela- Tag explosion: Nested modules
may be nested in a hi- tionship between tags. can be implemented by tagging
erarchical way
each feature or scenario belonging to these modules with tags
that identify the respective container modules.

Conformance
clauses with
levels

A conformance level Lack of semantic rela- Tag explosion: Lower conformis a special class of
tionship between tags. ance levels can be implemented
conformance class in
by tagging each feature or scewhich requirements of
nario belonging to these levels
a higher level contain
with tags that identify the reall the requirements of
spective higher conformance
the lower levels.
levels.

Dependence
An abstract test methamong abstract od may depend on the
test methods
outcome of other abstract test methods.

No supported by the Step explosion: Increases the
language. The secomplexity of the production of
quence of operations ATS due to the risk of an explois specific to each sce- sion of duplicate sequences of
nario.
operations.

Table 3. Issues found in the Cucumber tool
ISO 19105:2000 Description

Issue

Consequences

Conditional
requirements

Conformance requirements that shall be observed if the conditions
set out in the specification apply

The tool does not dis- Wrong verdicts: Check for
tinguish semantically wrong verdicts in conditional
steps (e.g. Given steps requirements whose guard dedo not have guard se- pends on an observable value
mantics).
known during the execution of
the steps.

Inconclusive
verdict

Test verdict when nei- The tool only supports Wrong verdicts: Check for false
ther a pass verdict nor a pass or fail verdicts. pass or fail verdicts.
fail verdict apply.
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5 Test execution tool for INSPIRE Network Services
The approach presented in the previous section has been applied to develop a Web
application able to perform an assessment on the conformity of both INSPIRE
View and Discovery services5. The application is based on two of the most popular BDD software tools: the Gherkin language and the Cucumber-JVM test execution tool. The test execution tool was patched to solve the issues detected in the
above section. Next, we describe how an end-user can interact with the application, its architecture, and the production of ATS and ETS.
This application has a landing page where the user fills in a form with the information related to an IUT, that is, a view or download OGC Web service under
test: the online location of the capabilities XML document of an OGC WMS 1.3.0
or an OGC CSW 2.0.2 service, and the corresponding ETS. After the user sends
the form, the application returns to the browser a master view of the conformance
report labelled "in progress". In parallel, each executable test case is running or
scheduled to run on the server. The application notifies the user in real time of
each of the verdicts produced by the test cases and computes an overall verdict for
the service (Figure 3). The user can also request for a detailed view of each executable test cases. Each executable test view displays the abstract test case, the execution trace, the execution outcome and the test verdict (Figure 4).

Fig. 3. Conformity test report

5

This system is planned to be publicly available at IDEE, the SDI of Spain. At the moment of
the writing, the access to the development version is restricted. Readers can request the corresponding author access to the service.
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Fig. 4. Test case report

Figure 5 presents the architecture of this Web-based multilayer application. The
presentation layer offers a landing page and master and detail views of live conformance test reports. The presentation layer depends on three services:
• Conformance test builder. Given the provided information related to the IUT,
this service instantiates the appropriate ETS to be executed against the selected
instance, schedules jobs to run its executable test cases (test jobs), and creates
an empty conformance test report. The unique identifier of this report is returned to the user.
• Test executor. This service is invoked when a scheduler fires a test job. It instructs the Cucumber component to run an instantiated executable test case,
records in a log its trace, its observed outcome and its verdict (pass, fail or inconclusive), and notifies the verdict to the user. However, if the test case depends on the finalization of other test cases, this service reschedules it.
• Conformance test report. This service provides access through unique identifiers to the conformance test reports that consist in an overall verdict and the
log and the computed verdict of each test case.
As ETSs are decoupled from their adaptors, it is possible that the test executor
discovers at runtime that a step is not implemented or that a feature has no scenarios. In such a case, the test case is ignored for the overall verdict and the user is
notified that the test case requires human verification. The overall verdict is computed as follows:
• Pass verdict: a minimum number of tests are implemented and all return pass
verdicts.
• Fail verdict: at least one implemented test returns a fail verdict.
• Inconclusive verdict: none of the above verdicts are met.
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Fig. 5. Architecture diagram of a test execution tool for INSPIRE Network Services

These services use the components exposed by the component layer. The core
components of the application are a Gherkin pre-processor that detects explicit
dependences between test cases marked with tags (i.e. test modules), a CucumberJVM testing that has been modified to support conditional “Given” and “When”
clauses and adaptor code that throws inconclusive verdicts, and, as plugins, multilingual ETS bundles with shared adaptor code written in Java. Logs, computed
verdicts and the test job queue are stored in the persistence layer in a relational database.
The approach described in section 3 has been followed to produce the ETS
from the most recent technical guidance documents for the implementation of
INSPIRE view and discovery services. In a first stage, domain experts and test ex-
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ecution tool developers decided to select all implementation requirements and create a feature per implementation requirement (73 for view services and 32 for discovery services). Next, they started the process of the production of an ATS for
view services and an ATS for discovery services. Both ATS were written in English. The outcome of this process was an ATS for view services with 60 welldefined features (7 test modules, 53 test cases with test methods), 61 scenarios and
270 steps, and an ATS for download services with 25 well-defined features (6 test
modules, 19 test cases with test methods), 23 scenarios and 158 steps. During this
procedure, it was detected that was non-feasible to devise fully automatable scenarios for some features (13 for view services and 7 for discovery services). They
were kept as part of the ATS for documentation purposes although they were not
automatable. The steps from both ATS were considered for the production of the
adaptor code. As many steps were duplicated or matched by the same regular expression, the 428 steps were mapped to 72 operations implemented as annotated
Java methods. Once the adaptor code was ready, each ATS was translated to
Spanish and the adaptor code was updated to match also the description of the
steps in Spanish. Finally, all the ATS produced along with the shared adaptor code
were deployed in the application. Table 4 presents a detailed summary of the testing artefacts produced.
Table 4. Testing artefacts produced
Artefact
Implementation requirements

View services Discovery services Total
73

32

105

7

6

13

Features (test cases with test methods)

53

19

72

Features (human verification required)

13

7

20

Scenarios

61

23

84

270

158

428

-

-

72

Features (test modules)

Steps
Operations (annotated Java methods)

6 Discussion
In this section, we discuss the use of BDD for conformance testing of Web-based
GI services. Software testing intrinsically faces a lot of challenges but Web service testing faces additional issues that makes it a task of outstanding complexity.
For example, Canfora and Di Penta (2009) highlight as key issues lack of observability of service code, lack of test data, complex or not fully specified input/output types, testing costs and side effects of testing. The use of a BDDapproach does not avoid dealing with such issues. For example, 20 requirements
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could not be implemented because it was no agreement on a suitable sequence of
operations for the identified scenarios, or because such sequence was perceived as
not automatable. Similar issues can be found in other conformance testing systems
for INSPIRE and, although the technical guidelines are available, it is acknowledged that there are issues that have not been addressed yet (JRC IES/SDI Unit
2011).
Other aspect to analyse is if the use of a ubiquitous language helps a better understanding of the standards, the specifications and the test methods. BDD tests
suites are written in a language that have no syntactic noise and is more readable.
BDD practitioners claim this feature not only improves the understanding but also
ease the participation of stakeholders. There is little empirical evidence available
in the literature that supports this claim. Future research needs to evaluate to
which extent BDD test suites are perceived as more understandable than test suites
produced by alternative approaches.
Traceability helps to understand the test case and its execution, and thus to increase the confidence of stakeholders. Traceability is the ability to relate different
items involved in testing, such as requirements and tests. BDD tools provide a
quite simple and straightforward support for traceability between tested requirements (features), abstract test cases (scenarios), and test implementations (adaptor
code) that interact with an IUT. Similar support can be found in CITE-based tools.
However, an effective development environment for conformance testing needs to
support not only traceability but also the debugging of test cases. Nowadays, integrated development editors (IDE) offer an extensive support to run and debug
BDD specifications and the respective adaptor code by means of plugins (Chelimsky et al. 2010). The CTL, for example, lacks of such wide support.

7 Conclusions
We have presented the progress made in the investigation of novel procedures for
INSPIRE conformance testing of Web based GI services. The use of BDD for
conformance testing of Web based GI services is new in this domain. As other
MBT approaches, it has as advantage that authoring ATS is truly independent of
the implementation of the adaptor code. In addition, non-technical stakeholders
can participate in authoring ATS and could gain insights on conformance process.
This work also shows that BDD is partially compatible with the ISO 19105:2000
testing methodology and has desirable qualities such as traceability and readability. Therefore, in the INSPIRE context, the adoption of BDD could facilitate a
wider participation of stakeholders in the development of ATS and ensure the effective understanding of INSPIRE implementation requirements and their consequences by both technical and non-technical INSPIRE stakeholders.
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